Ahstmct-Field studies have demonstrated that the non-intrusive ltlad monitor (NILM) can effectively evaluate the state of many electromechanical systems by analyzing the elec$rical power that they draw. This paper discusses NILM applications in the marine environment. Machinery power data collected from USCGC SENECA (WMEC-906), a 270-foot U.S. Coast Guard cutter, indicates that the NILM can successfully diagnnse the failure of flexihle couplings and the presence of leaks in cycling systems. This paper. discusses both of these shipboard problems, and it details the methodology used to develop the metrim that diagnose 
INTRODUCTION
N recent years the U.S. Navy has comc to rely heavily on I electrical systems. As a result. modem naval vcssels have developed a strong need for devices capablc of monitoring numerous electrical loads. The ideal tool for this task would be a system that can automate the analysis of sensor data while minimizing the number of required sensors. The non-intrusivc load monitor (NILM) is one dcvicc that is capable of performing both of these functions. The key utility of the NILM is that it can determine both the operating schedule and also the health of the major loads on an electrical service using only measurements of the input voltage and aggregate current til, P I .
Previous work presented in both [ 3 ] and [4] has shown that the NILM provides data that can be used to study the behavior of shipboard mcchanical systems. The aim of this paper is to extend the work presented in [?] in order to demonstrate that the NILM can monitor and trend thc status of several critical loads or systems automatically. This paper focuses specifically on two engineering systems aboard the USCGC . I n the first system observcd, a NILM was uscd to study and to diagnose the failure of a mechanical coupling that joins the SENECA 's Auxiliary Seawater (ASW) pump to its motor. In the oihcr system studied, which is the SENECA 's vacuum-assisted waste disposal sysicm, NILM-data was uscd to create a model 'that can help determine the existence of leaks. This m d r l can be used to explain thc behavior of many cycling systems.
COUPLING FALURE DIAGNOSTIC
Numerous systems aboard modern naval vessels use couplings in order to link pumps and other mechanical systems to their driving motors. The failure of such couplings can have
A . Frelimiii~iy Aiin[ysis of SENECA AS W Dnru
In ordcr to investigatc thc effects of coupling failurc in thc SENECA 's ASW system, il frcsh, standard-issue USCG coupling was installed and the pumps were cycled on and off several times. During each start, a NILM was configured to monitor rhc power delivered 10 the pumps. An example of the real power drawn during an ASW pump start is shown in Figure I (Sec [I] and [2] for a discussion of how the NILM computes powcr waveforms such as the one shown in Figure   1 ). Upon comparing the power drawn during each of the various pump starts, it was noticed that the amount of high frequency "ripple" prescnt during the transient increascd as the coupling progrcssively t'ailed. In order to study this trend, we extracted a lh-point data vector fiom each waveform as shown in Figure I and computed its frequency spectrum using a 128-point, windowed discrete Fourier transform (DIT). Thus Figure 2 displays the magnitude of the resulting frequency spectrum for the 16-point data vector that is highlighted in Figure I . When analyzing the frequency content of the powcr drawn by the motor over successive starts, it was found that the amplitude of a spectral peak located at approximately 44Hz progressively increased as the coupling failed. This behavior can be seen in Figure 3 . Figure 4 displays photographs of the coupling over a life cycle of usc. To illustratc the physical origin of the observed amplitude change, wc developed an induction motor simulation that would allow us try to reproduce the rcsults shown in Figure 3 by varying spccific motor parameters in a controlled fashion. an induction motor driving the inertia of a pump through a tlexible coupling having a damping coefficient. D. and a spring stiffness factor, K (see Figure 5 ) . For purposes of the simulation, the damper and the spring are assumed to have negligible moments of inertia. A complcte simulation model was created by combining the electrical state equations of the induction motor with the mechanical equations presented above. The electrical state equations in the synchronously rotating d-q refcrence frame [7] are given in (8) simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1 . A set of state equations can be developcd to describe the relationships between the various components of the mechanical model. These equations are based on the constitutive relations for rotational dampers and rotational springs. In terms OC the variables prcsented in Figure 5 , the torque applied to a rotational damper can be written in the 
M
' The DFT X[k] contains N
(3
Using these relations in combination with the electromagnetic torque, r,, the state equations for the mechanical model can be writtcn as shown in (4)- (7).
c. Si,nnulatinn Resulrs
In order to illustrate the effects of the spring and damper, several different simulations were conducted. In the first, the value of the damping coefikient was varied while the spring stiffness was held constant. Based on data from the coupling manufacturer [XI, the spring stiffness was held at I SON-m/rad and the damping was swept from OSN-m-slrad to 2N-m-slrad in increments of OSN-m-shad. In each casc, the NILM preprocessor computed the real power, PI, using the simulated voltage and current. The frequency spectruni of the transient
ao at A = a r power was then computed using (I). Figure 6 shows thc magniludc of the frequency spectrum for each of thc dil'fcrcnt values of the darnping coefficient. Note that just as in thc casc of the actual data, there is a high frequency spectral peak. In this case', that peak is centcrud at approximntely 50Hz. Moreover, as shown in the inset plot in Figure 6 , the amplitude of this spcciral peak increases as the damping coefficient decreases. This result is in agrcemcnt with the experimental findings, as the damping coefficient is likely to decrease its the coupling dcteriorates.
In order to observe thc cffects of the spring, a sccond simulation was perrormed in which the damping coefficient was held at 0.5N-m-shad and the spring stiffness was varied from SON-drad to 200N-ndrad in increments of SON-&rad.
Thc frequency spectra computed during these experiments appcar in Figure 7 .
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The results shown in Figure 7 are quile similar to those presented in Figure 6 . As Ihe coupling loses stiffness, the magnitude of the frequency spectrum in the vicinity of 50Hz again progressivcly increases. This behavior is also consistent with the experimental rcsults, as a flexible coupling loses significant stiffness as it ages and tear?.
A third set of simulations was conducted in which each value of the damping coefticient was uscd with each value ot' the stiffness factor. Figure 8 shows a plot of the peak value of thc magnitude of the DFT for each combination of spring stiffness and damping coefficient. It should be noted that the location of the high frequency peak observed in the sirnulation is not the sane as in the experimental data. This is to expected since we m not using the actual ASW motor pammarrs in our simulation.
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D. Diagnostic Iiirlicaror
Both the experimcntal and simulated results presented here suggest that a way to diagnose dctcriordting coupling conditions is to trend the behavior of the high frequency spectral peak observed in Figures 2 and 3. Our preliminary diagnostic sol'tware uses the three key steps listed below: I.) RFT Conrprrrotiow First, the DIT, X [ k ] , of a windowed, 16-point segment of thc real power drawn during a motor start is computed using (1).
2.) Peak Frequencv Location: Next, the DIT samples spanning the frequency band from 30Hz to 60Hz are searched to find the location of the largest spectral peak in that band. The location of this peak is denoted as q, in radian frequency (Notc that this can be related to the corresponding continuous time frequcncy, A,, via the relation w, = 2 w p / f, 1). Ids'oator Computation: Finally, we compute the energy in a band of frequencies centered around q, Assuming that this band spans from w,,-Aw to %+ha, the total energy it contains is given by [5] Table 2 summarizes the diagnostic indicator values corresponding to each of the actual ASW pump starts used to form Figure 3 . Note that this value significantly increases between starts B and C. If this sort of behavior were to be observed in the lkld, the NlLM could immediately d e n the Enginccr Officer (EO). This would allow his staff to check the coupling well before a mission-critical failure. Modern naval vessels are equipped with numerous cycling systems that require periodic "charging" by an electromagnetic actuator such as a pump or compressor. Examples include compressed air systems and vacuum-assisted drains and disposals. It is common for systems of this variety to experience leaks that can force the controlling actuators to run too frequently. This problem has been obscrved several times in the sewage system aboard the SENECA. In that system wastewater is actively evacuated using a vacuum tank that is dc-pressurized by two pumps. These pumps operate cyclically to maintain a desired pressure level.
3.) Diugriostic
Fortunately, il NILM can be used to determine the presence of a lcak in cycling systems such as the SENECA'S sewage system. To perform this cusk, however, it is necessary for the NILM to be able to differentiate between periods of high usage and periods during which leaks exist. For this reason, experimcnts and simulations were conducted in order to study the behavior of the system under various conditions. This section describes in detail the problems observed in the SENECA'S sewage system, and it outlines a simple model that explains the observed behavior. This section concludes with a brief discussion of how the observed behavior can be used to duveIop a metric that can indicate the presencc of a leak.
A. PrelitnirIav Antrlysis of SENECA Sewage System Behavior
To study the operation of the SENECA'S sewage systcm, a NILM was installed and configured to rccord the time hctween pump runs'. The resulting observations were passed to software that creates a histogram showing the distribution o f the time betwccn pump runs over a given interval of time. Figure 9 shows the resulting histogram for a two-week period during which the SENECA was at sea. Numerous field tesrs havc shown that this distribution is indicative of system behavior when there are no leaks present [9] . When Ieaks appear, however, the distribution markedly changes. For instance. Figure IO shows the data recorded during a two-week period when the SENECA 's sewage system was using a faulty chcck valve [IO] . In the prcsence of a leak, notice that there arc significant changes in both thc overall number of pump runs and in the amount of time elapsed betwccn them. ' In this caw, the rime between pump tuns is defined as the time elapsed between a pump shutdown and a subsequent pump start.
The experimcntal results presented in Figures 9 and IO suggested that it would be wise to conduct a more controlled study of thc SENECA'S sewage systcm. To begin this cxamination, several fixed leaks wcrc inscrtcd using a llow meter attachcd to the vacuum collection tank gauge line. In order to control thc leak rate, the throttle valve on thc flow mctcr was adjusted LO achieve the dcsircd llow rate. Data was collected for over 30 hours at each of 7 different leak ratcs while the ship was in port. Actual data recorded during cach of the leak experiments is presented in Figure I 1.   Fig 1 I . Histograms showing the distribution of the time between pump runs for several different le& rates. The ledcs were introduced while the ship was in port. The peak obscrved in the no-le& case is likely due to background system loss.
The data displayed in Figure 1 I demonstrates that the effect o f a leak is to introduce a peak into the distribution of the time between pump runs. Noticeably, as the leak rate increases, the peak moves to the left, indicating that it forces the pumps to run more frequently. Additionally, an increased leak rate causes the new peak to increase in magnitude.
Although the trends observed in Figure I I arc consistent with the behavior seen in Figure 10 , it is necessary to develop a complete model explaining hoth the observed baseline trends as well as the effects of leaks. Such a model is needed in order to develop a reasonable diagnostic indicator. Because it is difticult to control the human element in a system such as this, it is not possible to rely on experiments alone in order to create a model. For this reason, further study was conducted using a computer simu tarion.
B. MATLAB Sirndarim
Creating a simulation that accurately emulates the observed sewage system behavior required us to make several key assumptions about the system and its users. Most importantly, we needed to determine B model that describes the crew's flushing patterns, as these pattcms control the baseline distribution for the time between pump runs. Using numerous experimenta1 observations [9], it was found that the crew's flushing patterns are reasonably modeled using a Poisson process, which is one of several arrival-type stochastic processes that arc commonly observed in nature [ I I] .
When the arrival of events such as toilet tlushes are governed by a Poisson proccss, the time between individual arrivals, T, is said to be a random variable that is distributed with an exponential PDF of the Corm (13 wherc d is a paramctcr known as the arrival rate of the process
The choice of a Poisson model is shown to be qualitativcly valid in the following presentation. A complete motivation for our model of the crew's flushing patterns is prcscntcd in [9] .
In addition to choosing a model for the behavior of the crew, several other decisions had to be madc before conducting a statistical simulation. Two critical assumptions used in our simulation are the following:
Every flush instantaneously removes the same amount of vacuum from the sewage system. Leak rate is constant regardless of system pressure In thc actual simulation, the effects of h s h events, leaks, and system charging by the vacuum pumps are all considered for a time interval equivalent to one week. The arrival of flush events required particular attention, as the time to the next flush is a random number selected from thc exponential distribution in ( 1 3). The method used to choose this random value is described in detail in [9] , [12] , and[ 131.
C. Simulatiori Resiilts
The simulation devctoped for this study was designed to model the situation in which both leaks and flushes occur simul~aneously. In that general case, thc current system pressure, P,, is givcn by the relation where P , is thc current system pressure, P<, is the high pressure set point, N is a discrete-valued random variahte reprcscnting the number of flushes that have occurred sincc the last pump run, I is the time since the last pump run, CS~,,,), is the total amount of pressure removed by a single ilush, and qnlk is the rate at which a leak bleeds pressure &-om the system. In order to understand the simulation model, it is best to examine several limiting cases. First, consider thc situation in which there is no leak present in the system so that only flushes can remove vacuum. In that event, (14) simplities to
In order to determine the number of flushes, N,,,,,, required to cause a pump run in the no leak case, (15) is solved to find the value of the variable N for which the overall systcm prcssure falls below the low pressure set point. Thus, if the lowpressure set point is the value of N,,,, is Equation (16) is an important result with two direct implications. First, it states that, in the absence of Leaks, there is a fixed number of flushes that must always occur between subsequent pump runs. It also shows that the underlying distribution for the time between pump runs should be thc same as the distribution for the time to the arrival of the N,,,u,,-th flush. This result can be verified for any given set ol' sewage system parameters.
For example, consider the simulnlcd histogram shown in Figure 12 , which was formed using the paramcters outlincd in Table 3 . Also shown in Figure  12 is the least-squares Fit of the data to the expected distribution of the time to the N,,lc,r-th flush. That distribution, which is cquivalent IO the PDF of the sum of the N,,,,, interarrival times, is given by the formula [ I I ] f, ( t ) = f., lf) :k fr2 (c) * ... * f T4Vm;,, ( f ) ANmJxt H , , , -l e -~
(17)
where Y is the sum of the inter-arrival times T, through TN,IIuJ and is the convolution operutor. Figure 12 shows that the simulated data tits quite well to thc expected distribution. Additionally, note that the .simulated results appear to be qualitatively the same a s the baseline histogram shown in Figure 9 . Table  3 is shown. Superiinpused on this histogram is the least-squares fit to the expected distrihution presented in (17).
In the case in which the only source of pressure loss is a leak, (14) can be simplified to
which implies that the time increment lwtwecn pump runs must be a tixed quantity. Additionally, it is true that the pressure lost bclween subsequent pump runs is ; 1 fixed quantity that is equivalent to the amount ofpressure removed by the arrival of ff,,,,, flushes in the no-leak case. Thus, the time between pump runs in the leak-only case is denotcd as tNn,u.
In the general case in which both flushes and leaks remove pressure. the situation becomes more diflicult to analyze. In this case it is necessary to dctcrmine bow much time is required for the leak to decrease the prcssure by an amount equal to one flush. That time, which is denoted as f,, is detined to be the time at which the leak term, tal,,l, is equal to the value oT one tlush drop, ~~7 , , ,~, . Thus. the value of I , is given by thc relation prescnted in (I 9).
. , alruk Thc time is extremcly significant, as the behavior of the system drastically changes at that point. Prior to that time, (he system behaves exactly the same as it does in the no-leak case. Thus, the only combination of events that can cause the pumps to cycle prior to t, is the arrival o f N,,) ,,, flushes. If, however, exactly N,,, -1 flushes arrive before ti, then the sum of the two loss terms at that time is equivalent to the prcssurc drop caused by N,,,,, flushes. In that evcnt, one of the pumps will run at time f,. If fewer than -1 Hushes have arrived prior to t,, however, the system will continue to wait on the arrival of new flushes. Figure I3 displays the simulated histogram for a case with a small leak. For the simulation parameters listed in Table 4 , (19) shows that tI is 12 minutes. Thus, on thc basis of the prwious argument, it is expected that a discontinuity should appear in the histograni at that time, and Figure 13 shows that to be true. SinHgihour. Note the sharp discontinuity at r~1 2 m i n .
13. Simulattd histograin in the case in which the leak has a rate of
The argumcnt explaining the system's behavior at tI can be extended to explain its behavior at the time 2r,, which is the point at which the leak has rcmoved an amount of pressurc equal to two flushes. At 2t,, one of the pumps will cycle if and only if exactly N,,, -2 h h c s have already arrived; otherwise, thc systcm continues to wait. This argument can he generalized to explain system behavior at each integer multiple of rI, up to the time Nl,lu.,tl. It should be noted, however, that not all discontinuities will nccessarily appear in a givcn histogram. as it is possihle that data must be collected for an cxtrcmely long period of time in order for all peaks to be observed.
Figurc 14 shows a simulated histogram in which two peaks are observcd. This histogram was formcd using a 12inHL@hr leak rate and the baseline parameters listed in Table 4 . For the given paramctcrs, (19) shows that tl is Smin and that 2r, is I Omin. Discontinuitics are observed at both of those times. 
D. Dingiiostic Ittdicator
There are a variety of ways in which the NILM can diagnose the existencc of leaks in cycling systems. The most obvious method would be to present the Enginccr Officer with a regular status report showing both the observed distribution over some Fixed interval of time and the distribution that is typically observed over the same interval. The EO and his staff could then decide whether or not to investigate the system for the presence of a leak. It is also possible that the NILM diagnostic software could perform more sophisticated analysis. For instance, the NILM could be pre-programmed to identify automatically all leaks with a rate greater than some minimum value. T o find such leaks, the NILM would collect data for an interval of time long enough to be confident that the minimum detectable leak is discernable from random fluctuations in the background distribution.
In that casc, the NILM could apply a peak detection algorithm to the histogram of the observed data and alert the EO if any peaks exceed a minimum threshold.
Another possible diagnostic method would be to attempt to fit the histogram of the observcd data to a modcl using a nonlinear estimation procedurc. Using this method. thc NILM would attempt to fit recently obscrved data to an expected baseline distrihution, The NILM could alert the EO in the event of a poor fit. Such a procedure could be used in concert with thc other methods in order to Curther validate thcir findings.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has shown that the NILM is capable of diagnosing problems in scveral critical shipboard engineering systems. In the first example, an indicator was developed to predict the failure of a mechanical coupling. This indicator was justitied using models developed from sound physical theory. In the sccnnd example, indicators were proposed for diagnosing leaks in a cycling system. The use of these indicators was justified with a simulaiion that combines a physical model describing the behavior of the pumps with a statistical model describing the behavior of the humans who use the system. Thus, in both cases, physical modeling was used to validate the diagnostic indicators. The models developed here indicate that our diagnostic tools can he applied no1 only in the examplc systems, but also in systems exhibiting similar behavior.
